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mBrainTrain

Company Profile
mbt is a mobile EEG company committed to bringing innovation in neuroscience. Since the company’s 
beginnings in 2012, they have established themselves as a technology enabler for the pioneers in brain 
research who want to widen the scope of research and help move the boundaries of neuroscience. Driven 
by the strong belief that there is much more potential in the human brain that hasn’t been unlocked, and 
that our lives would be much better if we got to know how the human brain works in real life, mbt delivers 
the promise of making the everyday brain tracking possible in the near future.

mbt do this by developing and marketing the cutting-edge brain research products for the neuroscientific 
labs around the world. mbt launched the first commercial mobile EEG product in 2014, and after years of 
work on hardware and software advancement, mbt has marketed the second generation of proprietary 
mobile EEG products. This is now their flagship product – Smarting PRO, which, mbt believe represents 
the new standard for EEG research in any setup a researcher can imagine.

mbt believe that human-machine interfaces should be designed such that they assist humans, make their 
lives better, and help them use the best of themselves and the world they live in. Applications are many, but 
just to name a few – mental health&wellness, safety at work, entertainment industry, etc.

The founders of mbt come from the scientific background, holding PhDs in Biomedical engineering. They 
started mbt with a short-term goal to make a simple, easy, and mobile EEG device which will walk EEG 
experiments out of the restricted laboratory conditions; and with the long-term mission to make everyday 
brain tracking possible in the same way as we track our heart rate today. It took them 2 years to reach their 
first goal – in 2014 Smarting was launched with the help of grant from The Innovation Fund of the Republic 
of Serbia.
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The first market to conquer was Germany, where the founders had strong scientific contacts base after 
the PhD studies and Academia engagements in KU Leuven Belgium. German market has been advanced 
when EEG work is in question, and the new revolutionary device was warmly welcomed and further 
recommended to the wider European neuroscience community. The client base quickly spread across EU, 
USA and China as the parts of the world most active in brain research, but with the growing trend of brain 
research, the list of countries grows everyday – reaching to Turkey, Australia, Latin America and South 
Korea.

We exist to make brain tracking a part of our everyday and help people 
use the best of their lives”
- mbt |mBrainTrain

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science that aims to develop computers that are capable 
of intelligent behaviour. Through AI, a computer uses math and logic to mimic the reasoning of humans 
[163]. There are three main subsets of AI: 

Today, ten years after foundation, mbt is in a unique position of technology know-how, with respectable 
client base in about 40 countries, and the ability to close the HW-SW products loop in-house.
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Flagship Product Deep Dive
Smarting PRO

In the year 2021, mbt launched its new flagship device – 
Smarting PRO [292]. Smarting PRO came to the market 7 
years after its predecessor Smarting, which was the first 
commercially available research mobile EEG device (self-
standing headgear and brain signals steaming on a PC/mobile 
phone). It implements the latest technology upgrades and 
presents the next generation EEG device for a wide variety 
of experiment setups – indoor, outdoor and hyperscanning 
(social studies). It is built to address all the identified industry 
challenges and bridge the gap between mobile and stationary 
EEG devices.

With their new product, mbt proved that a fully mobile, reliable, 
and versatile EEG device is actually possible.

Smarting PRO, with the licencing options and software 
support is the product which has the researchers covered 
for any experiment set-up they can think of. However, mbt 
has a product portfolio which offers a variety of options in 
the category of so called ‘Pure EEG’ products – Smarting 
packages and options.

In parallel with the deployment of the latest brain technologies, mbt works on:

1. The development and design of headgears and systems which are bringing brain tracking closer to real 
life

2. Development of associated technologies and supreme algorithms utilizing the advancements in AI 
network architectures, aimed at qualifying brain-states and emotions for future consumer use
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Evidence of safety and efficacy
mbt Smarting devices have been used worldwide, in research, from 2014 and their output has been widely 
reported [293]. mbt has also fielded consumer-looking equipment, that has already been used in research, 
verified scientifically and credited by corporate users. [294-296]

mbt has been awarded a number of local and European projects, and is currently hosting and training PhD 
students engaged on advanced [297], approaches for EEG signal processing – with corporate partners 
offer field-testing capabilities of work-based wearables in relevant environments. This makes it possible to 
field-test and verify assumptions of mbt solutions quickly and effectively.
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Future development
mbt is a profitable company which is growing continuously and one of the key metrics is to grow on the 
market of research mobile EEG products.

Success Factors
Team and Reputation
Founders:
Bogdan Mijovic, PhD, CTO: >10 years’ experience in neuroscience, product development, IP 
management. Published in top 5% neuroscientific journals. Also, co-founded Brainstorm, and BSTORM.

Ivan Gligorijevic, PhD, CEO: >10 years’ experience in neuroscience, sales, B2B partnerships, business 
strategy.

Key Team Members:
Pavle Mijovic, PhD, Head of Engineering: Research and Development, Biomedical Signal Processing, 
Customer Care & Support

Ana Jolic, Head of Sales – Sales, B2B enterprise solutions: Proven sales manager, with Academic and 
corporate client concluded contracts; experienced in negotiations, direct sales, and distributorship relations

Key scientific advisors:
mbt’s scientific advisors are at the forefront of mobile EEG work – they share user experience insights 
(leading to innovations) and disseminate work that often brings new clients.

Maarten De Vos, PhD, scientific advisor: professor of biomedical engineering at KU Leuven, Belgium.

Stefan Debener, PhD: professor of Neuropsychology, University of Oldenburg, Germany. World pioneer in 
fMRI and EEG fusion as well as mobile EEG.
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Unique Approach
What sets mbt apart from its competitors can be grouped into 3 points:

1. Hands-on domain experience and expertise of its management

2. Position of integrated system – mbt owns all its hardware and software development (and has in-house 
prototyping/development infrastructure)

3. Their approach to meaningful AI architecture design that is tuned to time-series data such as EEG – 
and is supported by Cambridge AI scientific advisors.

Clients and Credibility
• In addition to technical aspects that give edge to mbt, it also has a large network of corporate and 

academic clients in about 40 countries worldwide that provide reference and credibility.

• mbt has a variety of published scientific papers in high impact-factor journals, including Nature and 
Science [298].

• mbt has well-established ways in the place where both the commercial devices, as well as prototype 
devices are being independently tested and verified.

• mbt has an extensive network of both component suppliers as well as reputable distributors.

Intellectual Property
Submitted and granted patents include (apart from design patents) UK patent application: GB2018664.9 
dated 29 November 2019, and one granted US patent: US10874356.

Funding
mbt have received funding from Eleven VC in 2015/2016 (120k EUR in total), as well as 25k EUR from an 
angel investor at about the same time [299].

mbts plans to raise further capital by seeking a strategic partner – someone in the domain that could pave 
the way for technology commercialization and testing as well.
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